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by Wendy chevalier
Dr Pradyuarira Chaithan as-
aociiath professoT of English at
Beaver will enduct special stud-
ie course on Lawrence dur
ing the fall semester of 1972 Spe
cial studies is course which
offers students opportunity
to study intensively with fac
ulty member his special area of
competence Dr Chauhan pias to
examine several works of
Lawrence in light of three
things One is Lawrences attitude
towards women especially Amen
can women Second is Lawrences
creation of new myth of America
for Europeans and the validity of
this myth Third is the new scloo1
of criticism Lawrence started in
America In his course Dr Chau
han hopes to give students nfl-
derstanding of Lawrences criticism
and evaluation of American clviii-
zation
Among the works that Dr Chau
han plans to examine are poems
from Birds Bea.sts and Flowers
the short stories St Mawr The
Pnncess and The Woman Who
Rode Away and the novels The
Rainbow The Plumed Serpent and
Women in Love
torate from Duke University The
subject eq his dissertation was
Lawrence and the Making of an
American Myth Dr Ohauhan aso
holds eerticate modern Bnit
ish literature from the University
of Oxford
special studies course is also
scheduled for the spring semester
of 1973 Dr Caroline Hunt assist-
ant professor of 1ngUsh wi-U con-
duct course Sidney Spenser
and Shakespeare The purpose of
Dr Hunts course is to help stu
dents see through concentrated
study of the major Renaissance
figures what the forms of Renals
sa.noe poetry meant to its poets
and what they mean to students to-
day Special attention will be
given to Sidneys AstropheZ and
Stelk sonnet sequence and to
Shchespeaces The Tempest
Dr Hunt also plans to examine
the connections between Renais
sauce literature and other artistic
endeavors of the period for cx-
ample Renaissance painting
Dr Hunt received bachelors
degree from Radcliffe College and
bachelors and masters degrees
from St Annes College Oxford
She received doctorate degree
from Harvard University Her
special area of conpetenoe is Ren
aissance literature
by Angelyn Spignesi
Tonight at 730 p.m in the Rose
Room there will be public debate
between two Beaver professors
Mr Carl Kiockars assistant pro-
fessor of sociology and Dr Wil
11am Oarr professor of psychology
on Skinners polemic new
book Beyond Freedom and Dignity
Skinner states that man must be-
gin to accept himself as an organ-
ism shaped by the envirionment and
must give up all false notions of
his autonomy or free being ego
character mind or soni Skinners
proposal for good society there-
fore is one in which man consci
ously designs his culture to shape
the appropriate behavior necessary
for survival
Both professors were asked to
present statement pertaining to
David Arinsberg chairman of
Philadelphia 100000 STRONG
and Jeff Freedman Democratic
ward leader of the 27 ward Uni
versity of Pennsylvania area will
be on campus this Thursday eve-
February 24 at p.m in
Heinz lounge
David will dIscuss the principles
and procedures of voter registra
tion and Jeff will explain the van-
ous methods by which students can
be effective in grass-roots political
campaigns Both speakens will
stress the importance of the youth
vote in this election year This
meeting is particularly Important
in light of the fact that traveling
registrar wfll be in the Chat on
Thursday March from to p.m
100000 STRONG which is
youth voter registration group
whose goal is to register Phila.del
phias 100000 18 to 20 ycar-olds
bipartisan campaign urging
young people to register in one of
the political parties in order to
vote in primary elections the or-
ganization works within high
schools colleges and the corn-
munity-at-Ia.rge
Through extensive use of sound
equipment leaflets posters and
telephones 100000 STRONG in-
forms potential voters when and
where traveling registrars will be
In addition lOOtOO STRONG
is currently involved in litigation
to fight discrimination against
blacks and students in registration
procedure David stated Speciflc
ally we want to end the wholesale
strike-otis of blacks from the regis-
tration rolls at the whim of City
Hall and we want to have regis-
trans on college campuses
David Arinsberg is 23 year-old
Haverford student who has taken
leave of absence to become chair-
man of Philadelphias 100000
STRONG He is board member
of Americans for Democratic Ac-
tion and was member of David
Cohens mayoral campaign staff
and on the staff of Democrats for
Longstreth
Jeff Freedman is graduate
mental in pressing for the court
ruling which allowed students to
register in the locale of their col
lege ruthig which affected
390000 students in Pennsylvania
alone
Both of these students are giving
up precious time to come to Beaver
your presence at this meeting
will make it worth their efforts
is vacuous theorist of knee-jerk
rat-chasing psychology who car-
tainly knows less about human be-
havior and unfortuantely less
about Important rat behavior than
the average pretzel vendor If we
grant that his theories work his
Beyond Freedorn and Dignity still
demonstrates that the poverty of
hits thought as political theorist
is only exceeded by his philosophi
cal ignorance His ethics are those
of an old main who cannot under-
stand changed world and sees few
moral problems in the technologi
cal reconstruction of the goof ol
days
Avoiding the uncertainties of
good aId fashioned tyranny Skin-
ners new-fascism under the cloak
of science begs for thoroughly
modern totalitarianism unenoum
bered by misunderstood notions
of freedom and/or dignity If we
accept Skinners imagination as
characteristic of psychologists of
behaviorist persuasion it becomes
easy to understand how psychology
students can be asked to cuddle
rat for month before shocking
the hell out of him
If Skinners notions prevail in
the reconstruction of society it is
not his behaviorism fear For
the history of mankind is one of
the trancendence of the condition-
ing of his society It is rather
those institutions of benevolent
persuasion and consistency of pur
pose that will under the banner of
science subject men to the oldest
of indignities for the newest of
reasons
This Psi Clii sponsored event Is
open to the entire Beaver corn-
mimity
Lnmmnn
de-moc-ra-cy government by
the people form of govern-
mont in which the supreme
power is vested in the people
and exercised by them or by
their elected agents under
free electoral system
Or is it
Common Cause citizens lobby
o1 over 200000 people is determ
med to help rebuild this nation and
make the definition of democracy
reality John Gardner former
Secretary off Health Education and
Welfare and current chairman of
Common Cause will be in Philadel
phia on Tuesday February 29
He will be appearing at various
functions in the area culminating
in major address at the St Jo-
seps College Field House 54 and
city Line Avenues at 15 p.m
There is no admission fee and all
are welcome
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Debate on Skinner TonightLecture To Be Presented
On Psychic Development
On Wednesday February 23 at 30 p.m in the Rose Room Gene
and Rhona from the Society for the Advancement of Manidnd will give
lecture-demonstration on Dreams and Visions --- Analysis and In-
tenpretation of Symbols Within and Methods and Techniques for Re-
calling Developing and Using Them for Daily Applications They
will also give demonstration of hypnosis and will put members of
the audience into light hypnotic trance coffee hour will follow
the program which is sponsored by the All-College Forum Committee
The Society for the Advancement of Mankind is located in Ger
mantown They want to improve our psychic abilities It is clear
ing house for translating data from psychic research into everyday
practical uses Forces at work in your life can be revealed and utilized
to your advantage Psychic abilities can be learned and utilized in
your everyday life The mind force uses Gods universal language of
symbols to reveal the meaning of everything that was or will happen
In your life This language can be easily understood by anyone
They hold seminars on dream interpretations symbology retrocogni
tion precognition autohypnosis visions and astral projection They
can do clairvoyant examination covering forces at work in the
physical emotional social or spiritual areas of your life you may
ask questions pertaining to present past past incarnations or future
They give 12part program in psychic development which shows
the methods and techniques that have proved successful for others
and shows you how to develop your own Every Sunday night they
also offer free course in psychic development For more information
on the Society for the Advancement of Mankind call GE 8-4387
Dr William Carr
psychology
thr inion of Snners theory
and design for good society Dr
Cam supports Skinner and states
Professor Skinner believes that
our present means of controlling
human behavior are inadequate
the task of solving mans pressing
social problems for example over-
population pollution social in-
equality war Skinner calls for an
improved technology of human be-
havior on par with modern phy
sical and biological technologies
which would provide various social
agencies for example parents
educators therapists govern-
with more effective and so-
ilally acceptable ways of controll
behavior Skinners technology
is based on the assumption that
mans environment and genetic en-
dowment are the sole determinants
of behavior view which conflicts
with the generally accepted con-
capt of autonomous man Never-
theless in the interest of solving
our pressing social problems and
perhaps avoiding catastrophe
Skinner asks us to think the un-
thinkable and abandon our cher
ished beliefs in human freedom and
personal dignity Although many
concede that modern society is sick
they shrink from Professor Skin-
nors strong and unpalatable med
Icine fearing its potentially dan-
gerous side effects Yet we must
recognize that our presently em-
ployed palliatives have proved In-
effective
Mr Klockars is strongly opposed
to Skinners proposal as indicated in
his following statement Skinner
Dr Chauhan and Dr Hunt
To Conduct Special Studies
Mr Carl Kiockars assistant
professor of sociology
Arinsberg Freedman To Discuss
Voter Registration and Campaigns
in the area and answer questions
about voter registration
Dr Caroline Hunt assistant
professor In English who will
conduct special studies course
in Spencer Sidney and Shake-
spear
Dr Chauhan received his mast-
ers degree In English from the
University of Delhi and his doe-
student In biology at the University
of Pennsylvania He was instru- Fur Democracy
Dr Pradyamna Chauhan as-
sociate professor in English
who will conduct special
studies course In Lawr
ence
Campaign Representatives
Discuss George McGovern
This Monday evening February 28 two student representatives
from the Philadelphia headquarters of George McGovern Democratic
candidate for the President will be in Heinz lobby at p.m to discuss
the candidate and the campaign Roger ODell co-ordinator for stu
dent activities in Eastern Pennsylvania and Steve Biddle press co-or-
dinator will attempt to show how students can be effective in national
politics and will be recruiting workers for the McGovern campaign
This is an ideal opportunity to get first-hand information about Senator
McGovern and to get into the mainstream of this exciting election year
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During the next few weeks the Beaver
College campus is going to be inundated with
political activity Most of the energy is being
geared toward voter registration since we
were able to secure traveling registrar on
campus for Thursday March The other
focus is thait of the importance of youth in
politics and how the youth vote can effect
change
sizeable number of very busy people
have committed themselves to come to Beaver
and lot of time and effort has been spent in
securing them It is precisely because we are
isolated from Philadelphia that these efforts
to politicize the campus are being made be-
cause we often dont see ourselves as being in
the mainstream of things that are going on
around us
Yet we are all part of the 100000
STRONG effort because we fall within the
right age group something we share with
students all across the country And as vot
ers we are all part of political movement
the voting maj ority movement that has
tremendous potential to influence the policies
priorities and goals of our country
Because the Beaver News is the only corn-
mtrnication organ on campus because there
is no alternate press no candidate for
the presidential election will be officially en-
dorsed Yet it is important that each of us
make our own personal endorsement corn-
mitment to one of the many qualified men or
women vying for this position And once that
commitment is made we should each in our
own way do something positive to help the
candidate we most believe in whether it be
through financial support volunteer cam-
paigning or whatever
An excellent way to begin this commit-
ment is to attend any or all of the meeting
that have been scheduled or that will be
scheduled in the near future the voter regis-
tration workshop this Thursday the discus-
sion with McGovern representatives next
Monday the youth in politics symposium next
Tuesday and most importantly the voter
registration officials on March
For it is the informed who can make in-
telligent decisions and it is the registered
voter who can effectively see her desire be-
come the desire of many
fflerrn Paperô for Sal
Editors Notc TMS editorial appeared
the Felrzwry 16 isue of tho New York Times
Commeretal trading In term papers though by no
means new pheionrnnoti Ias become more brazeei
and apparently more profitable Siwly mea-eha.nts
of such papers advertise in student newspapers and
In their public statements try to give the impres1on
that they are engaged In legitimate buaines
Their sole purpose is to profit from prov1ing
means for successful deception Theixs racket
through which studenta who are foolish erough to
be the customers are as cruelly deceived as the
society whtch takes It for granted that certificate
01 degree attesting to certain attainments ntands for
real achievement
Recent attacks on the term paper peddlers by
State Attorney General Loul Lefkowitz have helped
to call attentLon to this problem But effective legal
action rather than mere expressions of disapproval
Is needed to stop the abuse Colleges can help by
spelling out the penalties to be invoked against stu
dents caught engaging in such fraud Student news-
papers moreover should have high enough regard
for academic ntegr1ty to reject thesis-for-sale ed
vertisements
fiwetd 7owt
by Linda Betz
MUSIC
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
Tuesday February 22 p.m Amati String Quar
tot of Amsterdam
Sunday February 27 p.m Black Arts Quartet
MeCarter Theatre Princeton New Jersey
Thesday February 22 Yes
Saturday February 26 Jonathan Edwards and
Mason Proffit
Scandal
Saturday February 26 30 p.m The Lower
Depths by Gorky
Walnut Street Theatre and Walnut Streete
February 29 through Mareh 12 The Rivals
DANCE
LECTURES
Bond Memorial Room Swartbmore College
Saturday February 26 p.m poetry reading by
Dan Hoffman professor of English at the
University of Pennsylvania and Adrienne
Rich New York poet
Colloulum Room Annenberg School of Communica
tion 3620 Walnut Street
Monday February 28 p.m On the Margins of
Discourse Depicting Buying Borrowing and
Stealing Words by Barbara Herrnstein
Smith member of the literature division of
Bennington College
Curtis Hall North Park Mall and Montgomery
Avenue Temple university
Tuesday February 22 1130 a.m The Halo
caust and its Impact on Hebrew Literature
by Aron Appefeld
EXHIBITIONS
Civic Center Museum 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
February 26 through March 19 Philadelphia
Water Color Club
Fine Arts Building 34 and Walnut Streets Ijnlver
sity of Pennsylvania
February 22 through March works by Carl
Andre Andy Warhol and Jasper Johns
Philomathean Art Gallery College Ball University
of Pennsylvania
February 22 through March Ben Shahn For
the Sake of Single Vers
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
February 24 through April 30 Latin American
Graphics
February 22 through March 19 Dutch Master-
pieces
FUMS
Packard Laboratory Auditorium Lehigh University
Friday February 25 30 and 10 p.m Horse
Feathers
p.m End of the Road
Saturday February 26 and 10 p.m Goodbye
Columbus
p.m The Devi Woman
Christian Association Auditorium University of
Pennsylvania
Wednesday February 23 30 and 30 p.m The
War Game
Friday February 25 730 930 and 1115 p.m
Tristana
Sunday February 27 30 and 30 p.m The
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner
Irvine Auditorium 34 and Spruce Streets University
of Pennsylvania
Thursday February 24 and 930 p.m Taking
Off
Monday February 28 and 30 p.m The Or-
ganization
University Museum 33 and Spruce Streets Univer
sity of Pennsylvania
Saturday February 26 10 30 am The Sundown-
ers
sity of Pennsylvania
Tuesday February 29 and 30 p.m Othello
with Olivier
Van Pelt Auditorium Philadelphia Museum of Art
26 and Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Saturday February 26 11 a.m East of Eden
TELEVISION
did not participate in the corn-
mittee action of March 12 1971
which recommended that Mr Mol
ler be given terminal contract
News of this decision reached me
in London with compipete surprise
and shock on March 25 imme
diately put aside mcuxttain of
midterm exams to write the presi
dent and dean of the college to
protest the decision and to call at-
tention to Mr Moliers adxnlmble
qualifications for handling our the-
atre program with the assistance
of part-time technical dfrector
Thus heartily endorsed part of
the recommendation of senior and
tenured members of the depart-
mont regarding budget and staffing
restrictions That the Theatre-
Arts division remain at cne full-
time person who caa handle direc
tion of plays and course work plus
part-time person
My surprise and heck at the
decision to terminate Mr Mollers
contract was even greater because
though in London and cut off from
regular communication by postal
strike was still nominal chair-
man of the department and the
question of terminal contract had
centered upon other members of the
staff Around the end of Febru
ary before the committee action
was taken was briefly informed
by telephone of the current staff-
ing situation sat down immedi
ately reviewed the details given
me and wrote my recommenda
tions briefly that two members
would be on sabbatical leave for
1971 to 1972 one member would
be retiring the following year Mol
icr was well qualified to handle
the theatre program with part-
time technical assistance each of
the other members of the depart-
ment had an important contribu
tion to make in the over-all bal
ance of the English staffI there-
fore recommended that we not
give anyone terminal contract
for 1971 and 1972
Iettei4 Lcz ee Edeei
To the Editor
/3racy Speaks Out onor Cole CommentJ
To the Editor
would like publicly to compli
ment you on the efforts you have
made to have Peter Moller retained
as professor of theatre arts
would also like to express some of
my own personal views on the is-
sues involved and hOpefully clarify
some misrepresentation of facts
DRAMA
Manning Street Theatre 1520 Lombard Street
February 22 through March 12 Molieres The
Misanthrope
Society Bill Playhouse 507 South Eight Street
February 23 through April 830 p.m Our
Town by Thorton Wilder
Randall Laboratory Theatre 13 and Norris Streets
Temple University
February 24 through 26 The Little Foxes by LII-
han Heilman
McCarter Theatre Princeton New Jersey
Friday February 25 30 p.m The School for
Walnut Street Theatre and Walnut Streets
February 22 through 26 MAI by the Pennsylvania
Ballet
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
Tuesday February 29 p.m Philadelphia Civic
Ballet Company
At the end of the open meeting
on the future of the Beaver College
Academic Honor System held in
Murphy Hall Auditorium on Tues
day February 15 the student pan-
elists urged both faculty and stu
dents to make constructive corn-
meats relative to this issue
Although many interesting points
were raised by those who partici
pated in the discussion time did
not permit all who had ideas to
speak nor was there sufficient op
portunity to cast the ideas Into
logical summary of the total prob
lam and its solution In order for
the Honor Code to be successful it
will demand the cooperation of the
entire college community stu
dents faculty and administration
The Issue bears on the student
from the date of her acceptance to
Beaver College to the date of her
graduation
Several things can be considered
which might make the Honor Code
more effective The admissions
materials should clearly indicate
to all prospective Students the na
ture and operation of the Beaver
College Academic Honor Code
The admissions application should
require the applicant to indicate
whether or not she would subscribe
to the Honor Code as well as ask-
ing her to outline her views on the
values of an academic honor code
The admissions staff in its visita
tion program to the high schools
and its campus interviews should
apprise each applicant of the na
ture of the Beaver College Honor
Code The student tour guides can
also allude to the Honor Code dur
ing the tour of the campus The
administration can continue the in-
troduction of the Honor Code In
the freshman orientation program
to further reinforce the idea In the
minds of incoming students
The faculty enters the picture
when new faculty members are
added to the Beaver College staff
AIl prospective teachers should be
required to teach several classes of
Beaver students prior to their be-
lag given final consideration for
position on the staff Good teach-
lug can minimize the pressure on
students to cheat An effective
have not changed in any way
my evaluation of Mr Mollers abil
ity to handle the theatre program
Rather have been more deeply
impressed upon further reflection
with his background and expert-
ence and competence in the broad
spectrum of theatre arts and the
way he ha.s already proved him-
self as versatile creative and
highly successful teacher end dl-
rector of theatre activitiea at Bee-
ver College
Mr Moller jOined our staff as
an instructor of English and thea-
tutorial program Involving both
student assistants and faculty
members would also tend to maxi
mlze learning and minimize cheat-
tag Fac4ty members can further
reduce the pressure to break the
honor code by careful reevalua
tion of their examination policies
Ideally faculty members should
Indicate the dates of all examina
tions at the beginning of each se
meeter or give the students at least
two weeks notice prior to the next
examinattoat Do your examina
tions try to ascertain whether or
Continued on Page Col Continued on Page CoL
Sunday February 27 30 p.m Nothing But
Man
Fine Arts Building 34 and Walnut Streets Univer
Channel 12
Saturday February 26 10 p.m Ivan the Ter
rtble partSee Page Ccl
taffied her undergraduate degree
from Stanford University and re
ceivd her masters degree and
doetorate from Berkedey While at
Berkeey he worked for an edu
catAona1 radio station and assisted
Mr David Littlejohn now affihi
ated with Nationwide Public Broad-
casting in giving dramatic read-
ings She also taught at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania for three
years but eventually resigned
At present Dr Newton is doing
research on nineteenth century
woman intellectual As she stated
People for some time have been
reviving minor male writers
would ltke to rescue minor fe
male writer from undeserved ob
livion In her course Women
in Literature she extends her
ideas on womans liberation to her
classes She wants to correct the
male bias of her discipline Eng
lish literature by teaching about
some important women writers and
their accomplishments By using
womens movement literature she
tries to get herself and her stu
dents to think about their own
social and psychological identity
Dr Newton is enthusiastic about
the Beaver students She finds
Stanley Kubrick who left every-
one gaping after 2001 Space
Odyssey has returned to the screen
with Clockwork Orange film
guaranteed to make you grit your
teeth and gag
To say that Clockwork is about
violence is to only see the film and
not to experience it and that
hardly does justice to Kubricks
imagination and sensitivity Kub
rick demands to be the manipula
tor of the audiences emotions one
must become marionette and
laugh cry gag and feel relief
when and only because Kubrick
gives the signals Become involved
with Clockwork and its easy to
understand why the New York
Film Critics Society presented
Clockwork with the award for Best
Picture of the Year and Stanley
Kubrick as Best Director of the
Year
Clockwork Orange is the story
of Alex the leader of four-man
band of terrorizers who get their
kicks from assaulting drunks and
imprudent homeowners Rape or
the old in-and-out as Alex labels
it is fun too But both mast be
done with certain amount of
style For instance picture
young tough who can rape and
brutalize to the tune and beat
pardon the pun of Singing In
the Rain Real classy huh
To real connoissieur of the
finer things in life these exploits
are just kid-stuff For the exquis
music of one he lovingly calls
Ludwig Von Beethoven that
is With Beethoven blaring from
his stereo Alex can close his eyes
and ranspçrt himself into incred
ible heights of sex blood and paIn
As leader of the little droogies
the pet name for his subordinates
Alex Is inflexible and demanding
measure whIch proves unwise as
the story builds towards climax
For on one of the gangs midnight
terror expeditions Alex murders
woman with gIant ivory penis
and then is left sprawled out at
the scene of the crime by his mu-
tinous droogies
Alex like other criminals is
desperately crying out for help
through his violeit attacks on so-
ciety including himsoif but when
he finally eomes abreast of that
order which ideally Should pro-
vide that asshgtanee societal law
them extremely responsive and as
she commented have learned
great deal in my course
When asked about her future
Dr Newton did mention several
specific aspects Since election
year is coming up want to find
and support those candidates who
are really concerned with womens
rights would also like to be-
come involved in an interdepart
mental womens studies course
whether it is here or elsewhere
In addition Dr Newton would like
to take more drama courses and
work on her poetry
all he receives is slap in the
face from the hand thats con-
nected to the long arm of the law
After due judicial proceedings
among which include the exehang
lag of number for name 655321
Alex is sent to prison to serve
fourteen-year sentence In prison
he becomes an assistant to the
chaplain and develops an insatiable
appetite for the BIble especially
the parts depicting sacrifices and
bloody wars Alex places himself
in the biblical situations and en-
joys himself to the utmost In one
fantasy he imagines himself to be
Roman soldIer whipping cross-
laden Christ up Calvary Im sure
youve imagined yourself in just
such position many times
right
After two years of imprisonment
Alex hears of criminal reform
program which is in the experi
mental stage The purpose of the
experiment is to re-orient criminals
against violence and the chosen
few who participate in the expert-
moat will if all is successful have
their sentences commuted Alex
resourceful young man manages
to get himself chosen for the pro-
gram as you might have guessed
else what would become of the
story and leaves dingy prison
for bright hospital room
The experiments work but have
several drawbacks the most serious
01 which is that Alex is acci
dentally forced to adopt an aver-
sion to Beethovens Ninth Sym
conditioning is that Alex becomes
physically ill from the thought or
sight of violence And as is ap
parent later in the story the con-
ditioning leaves Alex as defensele
against violent society as
well as Vietnamese farmer
series of small disasters follow his
release from the experiment head-
quarters and culminate in an Un-
fortunate reunion with his old
droogies turned-cops They
havent forgotten the old days
when Alex strong-armed them and
now they intend to do little
strong-armiag of their own They
almost kill Alex and it is my win-
ion that they should have
Dont jump to conclusions What
mean is that structurally it
seemed like the perfect point on
which to end the story after the
successful cornplpetion of circle
man born into violence perpetuates
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Simply
hope to come up with pro-
.uction of As You lAke It that
might have been done in Shake-
lifetime In saying this
Mr Peter Moller assistant pro-
fessocr of theatre arts and director
of As You Like It underscored the
fact that his interpretation of the
upcoming play will be traditional
one without any special effects
Of course tecimology gives us
many advantages over Shakespeare
and they will be used for the bone-
fit of the production but basically
the show will be as simple as poe-
sible in order to engage the ima
gination of the audience as much
as possible
Some of the technological effects
will be the use of different lighting
schemes to create spilt stage and
the suggestion of different locales
All of the music will be live with
some songs being rendered by the
Castlelaires and others by the cast
There may have to be one or two
recorded sound effects but only
where really necessary
Though his interpretation will
be traditional Mr Moller does in-
tend to stress the game or
sport aspect of the play over the
more serious overtones He thinks
the sport theme of the play is
entwined around the more obvious
violence which eventuates in his
imprisonment and reform and sub-
seuently is killed by the violence
which he instigated as result of
living and growing in such so-
ciety It would have been per-
feet circle such as Picasso would
have drawn
But circle was too orderly
form for Kulirick to portray the
chaos of Clockwork So the story
only loops around itself until it zig-
zags to an unanticipated ending
It is story that could happen
tomorrow but Kubrick chooses to
muddy the question of time by
adding futuristic touches here and
there think its for our own
peace of mind and not any indica
tion of lack of courage on his
part because the futuristic devices
are so easily seen through In
fact with one touch Kubrick winks
at the audience as if to say
Dont fool yourself this is hap-
pening right now The touch is
the presence of the LP 2001
Spere Odyssey in futuristic-styled
boutique
As director producer and
screenplay writer from the novel
by Anthony Burgess Kubrick is
always in command of the film but
through sheer magnanimousness
Or perhaps purposely he allows
the film to produce star Mal
colm MacDowell
The ease with which Malcolm
Macflowell shifts with the moods
and poses of the disturbing and
charming character of Alex his
grace and easy movements above
all his not over-exposed face
bring life into Clockwork which
may have been deadened by star
with an already ma.de image To
get an abstract picture of Malcolm
MacDowell in the role of Alex con-
jure up man with all the pluck of
Puck and the swagger of Jagger
Finally one thing disturbed me
about Colckwork The type of re
views that the movie has been re
ceiving here-to-fore left me expect-
lag the only perfect movie as
one influential New York critic
called it It is not perfect In
fact it could be said that the Crit
ice Award could be an for
heroic effort rather than for ser
vices delivered
In any case you wont leave
Cockwork with mental image of
Kubrick in lonely room weeping
like Alexander for want of other
worlds to conquer
According to Mr Moller an in-
cliication of the sport aspect of
the play can be gathered from the
publicity posters announcing the
play They are designed like those
mildly puzzling maps which have
designated start and home base
but endless mazes in between
In choosing the rather large cast
for As You Like It Mr Moller took
lot of different factors into con-
sideration such as versatility and
imagination the ability to move
we1 on the stage and certaIn phy
sical characteristics dictated by the
script The oral reading of the
script was also factor which in-
fluenced Mr Mollers decision
Although the As You Like It
cast is not as large as last years
cast for Rosencrantz and Guilden
stern Are Dead the fifteen mom-
ber cast is large enough to present
problems l.a the immediate future
when Mr Moiler has full cast re
hearsals Up until now Mr Moiler
has been having rehearsals with
groups of three four and eight
Mr Moller cUd not have too much
of voice in the decision to have
As Yoa Like It as the Winter Pro-
duction of Theatre Playshop as the
decision was made by the Playshop
membership He is aliowed how-
ever to offer suggestions to Theatre
Playshop as to future productions
Larry Day teacher at the Phil-
adolpitia College of Art currently
has an exhibition of drawings on
view at the Atwood Library Art
Gallery The show is unusual be-
cause of Days surprising versatil
ity and departure from single
idea The artist skillfully portrays
an array of different subjects per-
spectives and entirely diverse ap
proaches to each drawing
Mr Day undoubtedly master
of representational drawing skills
is able to employ his talents to
their best advantage While so
many contemporary artists partic
ularly Frank Steila are engrossed
in single theme and its subse
quent variatiens Day appears to
be Interested in variety of themes
from burlesqued classics to nudes
examined from unlimited vantage
points
The six Studies for Poker
Game are perfect examples of
single theme treated six different
ways One drawing makes use of
line only the others transform the
use of light and dark to completely
change the drawing
Several of Days works are re
Moiler said he favors the idea of
Readers Theatre Production which
is stylized form of theatrical
presentation in which the actors
have scripts in front of them
He added that in this type of
producticn there is no elaborate
costuming or scenery This type
of production has never been done
here at Beaver before and Mr
Molier feels it would be exciting
Mr Moiler also stated that he
received suggestions from the Mu-
sic Department through Mr Frabi
zio that Theatre Playshop contrib
ute to musical momorlal to Peter
Tchaikovsky Another possible
suggestion would be to stage some
productions either outside or in
the round in Murphy Hall For
specific productions Mr Moller
mentioned Dantons Death and
Carnival
No matter which production is
chosen decision must be made
soon since the school term is rather
short after the presentation of As
You Like It In fact Mr Moller
believes it will be necessary to hold
auditions for the Spring Production
even before the current play corn-
pletes its run
As You lAke it premiers March
and runs through the There
is also special showing of the
production in honor of Parents
Weekend on March 10 In add
tion several high schools In the
area have been invited to morning
performance on the and 10
These performances are open to
the public
working of paintings by Mantegna
and Poussin The Rape of the
Sabine Women is starting point
for After Poussin which seems to
be much more violent work than
the original
On the other hand Parnassus
Revisited is satiric combination
of elements substituted into the pa-
sitions of the real figures Days
figures however are toothpaste
advertisement models who add
peculiar dimension especially
coupled with motorcycle rider
and gangsteresque character
The numerous figure studIos are
worlds apart from one another
notwithstanding the intrinsic ole-
gaIn simplicity which each drawing
contains The minimum is used to
create the optimum effect In ad-
dition Day once again evokes
unique response to each drawing
the qualities of each drawing are
noticeable and exciting
Days work requires studious
careful perusal in order that one
may examine the thoughts and
emotions which Day conveys His
exhibition will be on display
through March
Tuesday February 22 1972
Profile
Dr Judith Newton
by Debbie Thorpe
Since September Dr Judith
Newton has been part-time Eng
lish instructor at Beaver She oh-
Page Three
As You Like It
by Cindy AriiSt
theme of Love because although For the Spring Production Mr
all of the main characters see love
as goal they pursue it in fun As
Rosallnd the main female lead
says to friend Let us devise
sport What say you of falling
in love
Dr Judith Newton part-time
English instructor who teaches
Women in Literature
by Cindy Artiste
News Review
Kubricks Clockwork Orange
Larry Day Employs
SurprisingVersatility
by Susan Stein
ito in kicks Alex freaks out on the phony Another reaction to the
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces
SPRING COMPETITION
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by
College Students is April 10 ANY STUDENT attending
either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his
verse There is no limitation as to form or theme Shorter
works are preferred by the board of judges because of
space limitations Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED
on separate sheet and must bear the NAME and HOME
ADDRESS of the student and the COLLEGE ADDRESS
as well
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE
PRESS
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
3210 Selby Avenue Los Angeles Calif 90034
uc
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DR BRACY SPEAKS OUT
Ountinued from Page Col
tre in 1967 was acting chairman
at the time We had some ten or
more full-year sections of fresh
man English in which we tried to
integrate program of oral as well
as written communication skills
He taught section of freshman
English shared with Miss Elder
the spech unit then required of all
sections team-taught playwriting
with her and did the fall produc
tion for Theatre Playshop His
undergraduate and gradute back
ground and experience in playwrit
ing as part of his professional
training and interest in theatre
and communication arts qualiled
him for freshman English teaching
and thus contributed to tho depart
mental efforts to integrate oral and
written disciplines of freshman
English His main commitment to
Beaver nonetheless has always
been in thatre arts
During his second semester at
Beaver Miss Elder was on sabba
tical leave and Mr Moller took
over full responsibility that term
for the theatre program with pro
duction assistance from Ted Moore
The following year he introduced
his first highly successful Ainwick
players program very exciting
theatre enterprise which was Un
forthniately dropped aLter the sec
ond year Mr Moller also directed
and staged some excellent pro
grams as part of the oral-com
munication experience of freshman
English
He has taught most of the
courses offered in our theatre cur
riculum with the exception of
Styles in Theatre history of
theatre course he had experience
in Oral Communication in the
freshman program registration
for Acting II and Production II
under Miss Elder was combinel
with Acting and Production
which MoTher has taught Stu
dents have been highly outspoken
and complimentary in their overall
appraisal of his work petition
has been signd by over 500 mem
bers of the Beaver community re
questing his reinstatement
The temperature of our theatre
program during the last four years
has been either scorching hot or
smoldering and have been
amazed at Mr Mollers ability to
keep his cool He has kept busy
done great deal of off-campus
theatre work and sustained his
creative and personal integrity ad
mirably have heard very few
people speak negatively about his
work but have heard few re
marks about productions lacking
polish or desirability of having
more formally or traditionally
trained theatre specialist though
the current trend in schools like
Beaver is decidedly otherwise
personally think it would be mis
take to dismiss someone of proved
ability and performance for sort
of hundred-to-one odds of finding
theatre person or specialist com
bining the versatile creative talent
first rate teaching skills and good
rapport with students faculty and
administration that Mr Moller has
have seen all of Mr Molirs
Theatre Playshop productions ex
cept the Roseiwrantz which was
done last year while was in Lon
don have seen his programs for
freshman English and the Ainwick
group and have seen som of his
off-campus work Except for the
somewhat weak and at times te
dious Lillian Hellman Ch4ldrcns
Floar his first production have
found the plays more than ade
quate and at least couple of
good college standard Ho is par
ticularly good in contemporary ex
perimental media and one should
remember that theatre like other
arts today is experimental and un
dergoing vast change Also skills
in acting and directing do not dif
fer basically whether oriented to
radio television or live-theatre
audiences
have been close student and
observer of British and American
theatre during the past twenty
years and speak from firsthand
experience Moreover it is partly
my own commitment to the study
and teaching of drama and thea
tre which is an integral part of it
that prodded me into writing this
letter My commitment to theatre
arts goes back t0 pre-Worid War
undergraduate years when made
personal discovery of the excite
ment of theatre in three courss
with the distinguished Prof
Koch founder and director of the
Carolina Playmakers have done
other theatre courses and mimer
ous graduate courses in drama
even did some theatre reviewing
in New York City in the late fifties
for an Off-Broadway newsletter
and for Colliers Encyclopedia
Yearbook assure you it is in the
interest of good educational
theatre program at Beaver that
recommend keeping Mr Moller
WILLIAM BRACY
Professor of Engiish
BEAVER NEWS
HONOR JODE COMMENTS
Continued from Page Col ro
not the students have mastered the
major concepts of your course or
do you dwell on peripheral details
In other words are you trying to
find out what the student knows or
what he the student doesnt know
Do you give your students an ade
quate number of examinations dur
ing semester Do you grade
your students in the context of
Beaver College or are you setting
your standards on the basis of the
performance of students yoo used
to teach at the University of Penn-
sylvania on Wellesley or Smith
Do you return all examinations to
the student so that they may renew
the material covered you remem
ber telling the students your exam
inations are learning experi
ence Returning all exaniina
tions will discourage teachers from
using the same questions from
year to year Does the registrar
schedule all examinations in rooms
where the proximity minimizes the
pressure to cheat Do teachers
announce to their classes that all
students must sit in alternate rows
and alternate columns during all
examniations With regard to
term reports teachers should if
possible indicate the deadlines for
submission at the beginning of each
semester One further practice
faculty members should consider is
to remember that they are entitled
to roughly to one-quarter of the
students time Oppressive course
requirements by one instructor
make it difficult for student to
master the material in all four of
her courses
One of the best things student
can do to make the honor code
work is learn how to study Stu
dents should also learn to ask
questions in class when the ideas
being presented are not clear to
them Office-hour discussions with
your instructor and course discus
sions with your classmates will also
assist you with the mastering of
course materials Some students
try to make up their own examina
tion questions based on the lecture
notes and reading assignments as
they complete each major topic
wellprepared student generally is
less likely to break the honor code
During examinations each student
is obligated to keep others from
seeing her paper by her choice of
location and by covering her paper
If enough students asked those
they saw cheating to turn them
selves in to the Judicial Board and
if they did not reported them to
the Judicial Board the Honor Sys
tem might more rapidly regard its
former stature on campus
One person raised the Issue of
cases where one student observed
cheating incident but the accused
student denied the cheating when
the case was brought before the
Judicial Board In my judgment
the Judeo-Chrlstian principle of
two or more witnesses should pre
vail In other words unless the
student admits to cheating the
case would have to be dismissed
Finally the honor code must be
based upon the facts that absolute
standards of right and wrong do
exist that all men in their lifetime
are placed in situations which test
their integrity and that all men in
such situations have at one or more
times in their lifetime failed the
Very sincerely yours
Arthur Breyer
Ms Gloria Goode
by Esther Goldstein
Traffic jams Overcrowded
schools Inadequate housing
Increasing unemployment
Pollution Almost any urban
social and environmental
problem you can name is fast
becoming nightmare
And in one way or another
affects us all
Of course these problems
would still exist even if popula
tion growth were zero because
population growth is not their
basic cause Therefore solving
them must obviously become
societys number one priority
However the pressures of an
ever-increasing population tend
to intensify our problems And
make them harder to solve
By the year 2000 Census
Bureau projections estimate
our population could grow close
to 300 million Thats about 100
million more people to house
transport educate feed and
clean up after
This intensifying of problems
by sheer numbers of people can
also occur in individual house
holds For just as too many
people make societys problems
more difficult to solve the
problems of raising family
are not made easier when there
are too many children
Under the circumstances we
feel theres only one reason for
couple to have child
because they really want it
And are ready for it
emotionally and not just
financially
4eeeetd te EtitO/t
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An Afro-American Folklore course
is being offered at Beaver College
for the first time this semester It
is being taught by Ms Gloria
Goode who works within the Phila
delphia school system or more spe
cifically in the Masterman school
which is an academic institution
for academically gifted students
The course deals with the cul
tural development of the Afro-
American people The study en
circles the oral traditions of Afro-
Americans incorporating both his
torical issues and oral hand-downs
tracing the period from slavery to
present day times
Ms Goode looks at the African
culture survival within the United
States through folklore which she
defines as handed down material
from generation to generation She
does not utilize formal literature
for she believes that viewing black
culture through folklore one can
see how black people have devel
oped culturally
This does not mean that present
day black cultural achievements
are slighted They are very much
part of the course She stresses
that much of the present day black
folklore is created within the con
fines of the urban ghettos and is
very much part of the Afro-
American culture structure
Ms Gloria Goode new lecturer
in interdepartmental studies
in that there are not male students
to stimulate class discussions She
believes that the male presence
within classroom causes an out
pour of ideas which would not and
cannot originate within an all-
female class Thus she wuld like
to see males in Beaver classrooms
Ms Goode has taught courses
similar to these before She de
cided to come to Beaver because
of her desire to teach this course
and in the hope to add to more
Ms Goode finds the atmosphere acacemically stimulating atmos
in Beaver College bit restrictive phere on Beaver Campus
Dr Richard Juliani former assistant professor of sociology at
Beaver 1965-1968 and current assistant professor of sociology at
Temple University will be on campus Thursday afternoon Febru
ary 24 from to p.m in Boyer Amphitheatre He Will discuss
highlights of his research concerning the Italian-American com
munity in South Philadelphia Everyone is welcome
People arenot just the cause
ofthepopulation problem
Theyre also the victims
Theres also only one time to
have that child when its
wanted When it can be
welcome addition rather than
an accidental burden
Unfortunately research has
consistently shown that not
enough Americans from every
walk of life are aware of the
benefits of family planning
Or even how to go about it
Thats what were all about
And frankly we can use all
the help we can get
Especially from thoughtful
people who understand how
unplanned pregnancies can
intensify the already severe
problems society has still
to solve
People who will at the very
least help others understand
that the population problem not
only has cause It has victims
Planned Parenthood
Children by choice Not chance
For further information write
Planned Parenthood Box 581
Radio City Station 10019
test
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Let Me Make One Thing Perfectly Clear
by Jeff Ireenlleld
excerpts reprinted from
The Village Voice
Twenty-five years ago in his
classic essay Politics and the
English Language George Orwell
urged us to pay attention to the
language of politicians and ex
plained the importance of political
speech When there is gap be
tween ones real and dedicated
aims he said one turns in
stisetively to boring words ex
haunted idioms like cuttlefish
squirting out ink When the
general atmosphere is bad lan
gige must suffer
This brings me to the President
After three years in office Mr
Nixons rhetorical devices have
gone almost unexamined Apart
from the let me make this per
fectly clear catch phrase and
Garry Wills masterful book Nixon
Agonistes the President has es
caped serious look at the way
he speaks to us
Part of the reason for this in
difference is that the Vice-Presi
dents way with words is so color
ful and controversial When Mr
Agnew wants to urge law enforce
ment officials to kill minor felons
he does so unblushingly
The more substantial reason
however is that President Nixon
speaks with not one but many
voices Unlike the elegant insis
tent sit times belligerently defiant
phrases of John Kennedy or the
folksy sermonizing of Lyndon
Johnson Mr Nixon has no defining
voice After quarter of cen
tury spent shaping himself to
what he believed America wished
of him now Cold Warrior now
China visitor now freemarket ad
vocate now Rooseveltian econo
mist Mr Nixon has succeeded too
well He has escaped from him
self There is no core and thus
there is no center from which he
There are nonetheless definable
voices of the Nixon Presidency
Herewith short guide to the most
prevalent of them
The Inspirational Leader
When he seeks to uplift the
American people Mr Nixon starts
from sound instinct namely
that nobody Is passionate Nixon
partisan Americans may or may
not respect his judgment or his
political skill but the kind of faith
that has surrounded other Ameri
can leaders such as FDR Roosevelt
Martin Luther King the Kennedys
simply is not his Mr Nixon
therefore strives to sound like his
version of other leaders scroung
ing through the inspirational ap
peals attic for used rhetorical rem
nants of others speaking the words
that sound to him the way Real
Leader Ought to Sound
His 1968 acceptance speech at
the Republican National Conven
tion is re-write of Martin Luther
Kings famous 1963 March on
Washington address Where King
used have dream to describe
his vision of world where black
and white will achieve equality
Nixon said see day when
every child in this land see
day when we will again have
freedom from fear see day
when
dured long dark night of the
American spirit But as our eyes
catch the first rays of dawn let
us not curse the remaining dark
Let us gather the light
And finally in his most agoniz
ing reach toward the inspirational
Mr Nixon told us that the Amer
ican dream does not come to those
who fall asleep
These are of course solecisms
Apart from the propriety of new
President describing his tenure as
the first rays of dawn Mr Nixon
has mixed it all up Light is not
gathered term like remaining
dark is intrusive like corporate
by-law in Keats poem And to
keep the metaphor consistent
dream can come only to those who
fall asleep But to Mr Nixons
ear these phrases sound like what
others all validated inspirers have
decreed inspirational
The Pious Parallels
For more than decade we have
been bombarded with the device of
parallelism as quick fix to ele
vate discourse It speaks to us not
of issues but of images not of
decisions but of declamations
not of the pious platitudes of the
past but of firm forward faith
in fragrant future
Thus the President In throw
ing wide the horizons of space we
have discovered new horizons on
earth we find ourselves rich in
goods but ragged in spirit we
cannot make everyone our friend
but we can try to make no one our
enemy we will be as strong
as we need to be for as long as we
need to be our destiny offers
not the cup of despair but the
chalice of opportunity
Mr Nixons best however comes
from an address to the Air Force
Academy in June 1969 The
American defense establishment
should never be sacred cow but
on the other hand the American
military should never be anybodys
scapegoat
Hot dog
The Historic First
Mr Nixon seems to fear that
history is going to forget that he
is President and therefore Figure
of Historic Importance In order
to remind posterity of its duty to
him Mr Nixon keeps telling it
and us with statistical precision
just why his remarks are his
toric
Every dinner party every visit
Is encrusted with the trappings of
Significance much as baseball
announcer explains that this pop
fly is truly great play and new
record for right-handed Methodists
the second inning of play-off
games on the West Coast
Re told labor leaders year
ago that this is very special oc-
casion in the history of the White
House the first occasion on which
this kind of party has been held
on Labor Day
On his foreign trips Mr Nixon
told every airport crowd that it
was or was not the first time
that President or this President
had been to this city And at the
Djakarta Airport in 1969 he top
ped himself On this occasion
he said realize that the position
am in is unique one one
which will not occur again be
cause since am the first Ameri
can President ever to pay state
visit to Indonesia the next Amen
cain President who comes here will
not be in the position presently
find myself in
Or as they used to say on TV
compare Pall Mall with any short
cigarette Pail Mall is longer
This drive for Historic First ap
parently explains the hyperbole
with which Mr Nixon can describe
some of his achievements such as
calling his 1971 State of the Union
address by far the most compre
hensive the most far-reaching the
most bold program in the domestic
field ever presented to an American
Congress one which would re
form the entire structure of gov
eminent and one which the Pres
idents closest adviser called the
greatest document since they wrote
the Constitution Since this ad
viser is also the Attorney General
of the United States it is enlight
ening to note the ease with which
the Bill of Rights was dislodged
from its accustomed rank
The whole effect is that Mr
Nixon fears that his Presidency is
illegitimate that someday they
will come and take it away from
him unless he can prove his right
to the office by wrapping his re
marks in Significance
Bump and Run
The President came into the office
with 20-year stereotype as
Tricky Dick the vaguely untrust
worthy character assassin of the
1950s who first won office by slan
dering his congressional and sena
torial opponents But in fact Mr
Nixons real style is different He
prefers to protest his respect for
an opponent even as the shiv is
finding flesh between the ribs This
rhetorical technique dates back at
least to the 1952 Checkers
speech in which Mr Nixon said
believe its fine that man like
Governor Stevenson who inherited
fortune from his father can run
for President
As President Mr Nixon has
used the bump and run tactic
both to attack his rivals and to
praise himself
When Senator Muskie objected
to the administrations plans for
$3 billion tax break for business
Mr Nixon said now any senator
or any critic who wants to oppose
program that is going to mean
more jobs for Americans peacetime
jobs rather than wartime jobs
bump has right to take that
position run
Responding to former Defense
Secretary Clark Cliffords appeal
for faster withdrawal from Viet
nam President Nixon said that he
respeoted Mr Cliffords right to an
opinion run but that we should
remember that Mr Clifford worked
for the administration that esca
lated the war bump
This same device is used by the
President to point to his own
achievements In describing his
Vietnam achievements at the Uni
versity of Nebraska last January
Mr Nixon said It is no comfort
to me that when came into office
wrote 300 condolence letters
week and that this week will
write 27
Who Said That
The President befitting his role
as statesman rarely meets an
attack head on He prefers In
stead to summarize it assign its
advocacy to anonymous preposi
tions and then dispose of the ar
gument he himself has set up
In talking with group of busi
nessmen last February President
Nixon said am not among
those who believe that the United
States would be just wonderful
place if we couid just get rid
of all of this indactrial progress
that has made us the richest and
strongest nation in the world
My italics here and later
Who said that Who is advo
cating such step The Sierra
Club Senator Muskie Six
Druids from Southern California
We dont know But it is re
markable description of the goals
of the movement against pollution
The Wilsonian Burden
As Garry Wills has noted in
Nixon Agonistes the Presidents
political hero and model is Wood
row Wilson insistent on na
tional and world model of seif-de
termination convinced of Ameri
cas moral rectitude in the world
and determined to shoulder the
burden of global leadership
But in larger sense all of our
post-war Presidents have been Wil
sonians obsessed with themselves
as heroic leaders taking the nation
down dangerous unpopular
course and prevailing by their own
force of will Just as Kant refused
to let personally gratifying choices
count as moral choices so Presi
dents seem to think that if they
do what the people want them to
do they sire failing to prove their
manhood Thus the Wilsonla.n
burden has been imposed on our
Presidents as key test in their
administrations it was in part
Lyndon Johnsons inability to tin-
pose heroic vision of Vietnam on
us that led to his downfall
On the A.BM March 1969
The decision has not been an easy
one None of the great decisions
made by President are easy
On Vietnam withdrawal April
1969 Discussion about unilateral
withdrawal does not help will
not engage tin it although realize
it might be popular to do so
Ending the war May 1969
It would have been very easy
assure you on the first day after
the inauguration for me to have
announced that we were immedi
ately going to bring all the men
home from Vietnam
Demonstrations December
1969 It would have been very
easy for me to say agree
with
them and will do what they
want
Inflation November 21 can
assure you it was not the easiest
way to cut budget by $7 billion
to ask for an extension of tax
These were certainly not the
easiest courses to follow
Given Mr Nixons past political
life and the persistent charges of
opportunism the temptation must
be great for him to prove his will
ingness to stand up to popular de
mands But it is also true that the
President has used the Wilsonian
burden in palpably ridiculous cir
cumstances The hardest burden
to bear is to tell the parents and
widows of 55000 American men
that we blew it we lost the war
we didnt deserve to win it But
this kind of burden is neither Wil
sonlan nor Nixonian
We can of course make too
much of mans speeches Indeed
the last decade is littered with
shining words stretched over
shabby facts Yet political speech
is important Whether ghost-writ
ten or composed by the political
figure himself the
words he
chooses tell us the way he seeks to
reach us They tell us the kind of
world he sees so that we may as-
sent if we see it that way or
choose another if we do not
But what of leader who cannot
or will not tell us what he sees
What of leader who shrouds him
self with borrowed images and
emotions In limited sense
such language is totalitarian be
cause it deprives people of the
chance for judgment unless we
choose to judge that leader who
does not trust us has in turn for
feited his right to our trust
SomedayGeOrge Orwell wrote
in his essay of 25 years ago we
may have genuinely democratic
government which will want to tell
people what is happening and what
must be done next It will
need the mechanisms for doing so
of which the first are the right
words the right tone of voice
That is one thing think that
is perfectly clear
Our President Richard Mllhouse Nixon..
And in revision of Adlal Stev
ensons tribute to Eleanor Roose
iLt she would rather light
.-.--
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by Sue Levitsky
As to her exact position in the
education department Ms carol
Hecht Serotta jokingly asks Any
body have any ideas Becoming
more serious she explains the
course she instructs is Ed 32G
Mathematical Techniques Design
i_n Research She elaborates Tins
is practical course for teaching
math in secondary schools Her
additional duty in the department
will be observing math majors
while student teaching She jests
in other words Ill observe the
birds after they leave the nest
Ms Serotta who resides in
Lansdale Pennsylvania with her
husband and 20-month-old son is
grltmte of the University of
Pennsylvania cum laude with hon
ors in mathematics In May of
1968 abe received her masters de
gree in education from the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania
Before coming to Beaver Ms Ser
otta was employed as mathematics
teacher aml grade chairman in the
West Philadelphia High School
from 1967-71 She attributes her
position here at Beaver as the re
suit of being in the right place at
the right time She says The
opportunity was there and Im hap-
py that took it
Ms Serotta describes her im
pression of Beaver as favorable
She was never before familiar with
the afl-girl situation but she
thinks it has many advantages
She adimits If had daughter
of college age now would send
her to Beaver in preference to
large city school Ms Serotta
views the student-faculty relation-
ship as excellent There is
Woæd Sir that oould so in-
dulge myself each night was the
rejoinder made reputedly by the
Duke of Wellington upon being in-
formed by his cousin of his sons
indiscretions with sculiery maid
It might well have been our own
response to the news of the open-
lag of two delightful new restaur
ants within half hours ride from
the Beaver campus
Rotten Old Barn
The first winch we visited is
French restaurant La Fraude
wMoh our host Monsieur Jaques
tells us is named for famous
champagne cave near Espernay
and means the same as froL La
Fraude in the manner of truly
authentic bistros is very unpre
tentious In fact it is an old barn
one of the last in Montgomery
County which has escaped the de
veopers bufldozers or been turned
into 8ummer theatre
The barn has tremendous
amount of atmosphere Some of
the athenttc old fiooeboa.rds are
slightly rotten so that one has
deightful sense of suspense never
caring on both parts she notes
Ms Serotta has always been inter-
ested in mathematics as far back as
she can recall Her interest she
at first jests is due to the sur
prised reply you do mathema
tics people give upon hearing
her major concentration She
continues seriously Mathematics
is science it is exacting like
the logical reasoning which guides
it In way it provides some
order in this mixed-up world
Speaking of the world Ms Ser
otta has traveled extensively
throughout Europe South America
Mexico and the Canary Islands
In addition to traveling abroad she
has journeyed through the United
States If more people could only
see the alternatives there are to
the United States think they
would become more patriotic In
referring to foreign countries she
says lAke the old saying they
are great places to visit but
wouldnt want to live there
by Dr Norman Johnston
girls for his Jenidntown bali-dress-
lag salon decorated entirely in
various hues of magenta and em-
ploying only Turkish hairdressers
has left no stone unturned to cre
ate fitting atmosphere for the
Magnificent cuisine for which the
French have been so justly famous
for centuries
Big List
The wine list alone offers
choice of over 250 varieties Par-
tial to Bordeaux Try the Chu
teau-Cos dEatournel the saint
Emilion Saint Jalien or Cha
teaa-Pichon-Longueville Or make
your choice from among the van
ous Burgundies of the offerings of
the regions of Beaujolais Cotes du
Rhone Ioire or Alsace We asked
the host what wine we should have
with the cheese He suggested that
if we had new unfermented
cheese we could ohoose Chateau-
Margaux or Doux Champagne
But if the cheese was the regular
sort to pick Pomeral or Saint-
Emilion Bordeaux Nuits-Saints
George or possibly red Bargandy
For the fish course we had asked
for red Bordeaux 1957 The som
melier was dismayed and tactfully
suggested instead 153 or 1955
as being much superior or as he
put it having firmness and char-
actor without even hint of stnid
ency One of our companions
who is somewhat of skeptic was
very much impressed later when
she consulted the wine table of
French coohbook and discovered
that those years were in fact su
parlor vintage years
Bnillat-Savanin the great gas-
tronome of the last century is re
puted to have said that each time
dish of distinguished and well
by Stephen Kafka Miller
With this masterly work
Professor opens fresh
and challenging approach to-
ward explaining the dilemma
of modern man
Advertisement in the
New York Review of Books
It is hard to carefuliy assay the
of The Approach fresh
and challenging restaurant that
opened recently in Lower Manhat
tan Getting there is difficult
task for it requires great doal
of maneuvering through laby
rinth of intricate passageWays be-
fore one finally reaches the large
main diningroom And in the dim-
lit room which at times is laced
with radiant beams that come
presumably from the kitchen it is
difficult to find table No maitre
is there to greet you and often
when one reaches for chair and
table or what seemed to be
chair and table they disappear
Nevertheless be patient for pa-
tience is above all necessary here
and you will eventually be re
warded note of warning dont
give up and in gesture of despair
smash your fist against table
which you assume to be unreal
You will probably bruise your hand
and be unable to hold fork for
the remainder of the evening
Many diners have found real ta
ble in manner that has prevented
them from continuing with the
meal The restaurant provides ex
pert medical attention free of
charge
When you finally sit down again
be patient for you will see no wait-
ers Soon however waiter will
materialize in the far corner and
suddenly he will be right by your
table The waiters in this restau
rant do not move in the customary
way they appear in one spot and
suddenly are seen in completely
different spot Ordering may be
difficult for other rnaeons the
waiters smile profusely but they
dont speak any recognizable inn-
guage and they dont remain at
reputed flavor is served the guests
should be studied attentively and
all those whose expressions do not
reveal enchantment should be
marked down as unworthy am
happy to say that our little group
of Beaver diners needed no such
eprouvettes gastronomiqueS
Pastry Perfection
We all were ecstatic about the
food could not begin to list
what alone ate but the Perdreou
la Campenoise which is part-
ridge stuffed with goose liver and
cooked in champagne fresh cream
butter and truffles was fantastic
The hare pate was also marvelous
Jaques said the pastry shell is
made from puff paste which
takes over 17 hours to prepare
One of my friends had the Mon
de Vean la Paulette calfs lungs
la poulette which must in all
candor report she described as only
an indifferent success For den-
sent selected prickly pears which
are flown fresh from Madagascar
each day served flambe flaming
and floating in mend
My bill for one was trifle high
63.76 but that included service of
12 per cent and wlmt Jaques in-
formed me was the traditional
overcharge of 20 per cent La
Fraude can be reached by driving
north on route 309 for about six
miles and turning right at Als
Diner and continuing for another
mile and half It is next to the
Perfection Aluminum Jalousie
Company
Dive is Underwater
somewhat less expensive but
no less novel restaurant is The
Dive new total environment
place which opened in January in
Norristown If you want co eat
Continued on Page C0L
knowing when heel or foot may go
through rotten piece In fact
while we were there an old couple
along with their table and food
disappeared completely
In order to preserve the authen
tiolty and honesty of the structure
Jaques has not made single
modification Candles are every-
where There are no toilets And
the food must be cooked over huge
charooal braziers Instead of tab-
los there are genuine hales of straw
and small deliielousiy authentic nail
kegs for chairs
The host who is already well-
known to generations of Beaver
your table for more than mo
mont If one appears at your side
quickly point to something on the
menu The menu is written in
English
recommend fascinating eon-
coction quite unknown to me be-
fore perhaps of Italo-Albanian or-
igin called Basic Dilemma This
dish seems to be the specialty of
the house for all the other dishes
on the menu are variations of it
As you wait for your order do try
to get into the spirit of the place
which provides its guests with
electronic music that simulates
sighs plaints and deep wailings
occasionally interspersed with what
seems to be the sound made when
empty garbage cans are tossed
back on the sidewalk by inconsid
orate garbagemen For slight
fee the diner who is alone may
avail himself of something the
management calls the conversation
voice voice that responds to your
stories comments and questions
in an elegant and sophisticated
manner
have one minor reservation
however about Basic Dilemma The
dish is divided into two parts and
you can only eat from one part of
the dish The menu clearly warns
that if you eat from both parts of
the dish you will become violently
ill Yet the two parts according
to the menu must be made togeth
en and served together otherwise
they would not have such an ex
quisitely delicate taste The choice
of which half to eat is an agoniz
ing one because each part is in-
credibly appealing to the eye and
each part has an entrancing arc-
ma In short each appears to be
the best dish one might ever hope
to eat
Alas one must make up ones
mind in fifteen minutes for after
that time the dish fades away be-
fore your eyes The management
is sorry that it can do nothing
Anarene Texas is the gray
empty windblown town choking in
the last spasms of decaying slow
death The Last Picture Show
proclaimed the best picture of the
year until the critics saw
Clock-
work Orange demands attention
although certainly nut as the best
film ever made
Peter Bogdanovich the director
deserves praise for his careful
treatment of the changes of the
fifties The action and precise
characterizations mesh together
successfully its unfortunate that
Bogdanovich can only come up
with fragmented clause not
statement about the disintegration
of the small town
The Last Picture Show is fas
cinating combination of daytime
TV and cinema verite The hero
namely Sam the humanitarian bil
hard parlor operator and movie
theatre owner dies early in the film
and bequeathes his retarded son
Billy and his poo1 hall to Sonny
compassionate young fellow
Where would any movie be with-
out beautiful young woman en-
peciaiy one who blends blonde
prettiness with just the right
amount of plasticity Cybil Shop-
herd tportrays fashionable 1950s
Southern belle reminiscent of Sear-
let OHaras better days as man-
ipulating insensitive calculating
about this phenomenon that cc-
curs to its most carefully prepared
dish whose ingredients it says are
known only to the chef But for
those of us who are indecisive the
dish has the amazing ability to be
reborn although the management
says that the reborn dish
is never
as good as the original Never-
theless the diner will once more
have fifteen minutes to consider
his choice choice that have had
difficult time in making for Ive
been sitting here as long as can
remember brought think by my
parents who disappeared several
years ago into the twilight
of the
cloakroom Nibbling always on
varied 5ortmOflt of side dishes
that the management has courte
ously supplied for modest sum
have thought of leaving but
know of course that cant leave
without having tasted the Basic
Dilemma
In newspaper that is provided
again for modest sum by the
management which also supplies
books movies and other items that
one needs in order to pass the time
while considering ones choice
reviewer who rumor has it is in
similar straits in another restau
rant has accused me his rival of
failure of nerve He says that
am unable to judge this restau
rant unable to give it the proper
amount of stars But must beg
my readers to believe that this
isnt so expect to make up my
mind shortly As soon as taste
Basic Dilemma and leave this dim-
lit room with its peculiar mixture
of sounds as soon as enter the
world outside world havent
seen in long time world do
not really remember will give the
restaurant the rating it deserves
At this time all can say is that
The Approach is open every day
and that no reservations are need-
ed There is menu to fit every
budget
and unscrupulous bitch She man-
ages to sever Sonnys closest
friendship and nearly his head
when she comes between him and
Duane Sonnys best friend and
her en-steady
Bogdanovich also fills the screen
with such subtle cinematic devices
as increasing quantities of tumble-
weed and whirling dust to symbol-
ize Anarenes death The title
takes its name from the closing of
the movie theatre In the begin-
ning of the film the theatre has
decent-sized audience which dwind
les in several scenes to two pa-
trans Finally when the theatre
closes Anarene is gone
Visually The Last Pictare Show
has several unusual qualities Bog-
danovichs idea to use black and
white film is clever because it car-
rica through via the pervasive
grayness melancholy desolation
that colors cannot duplicate The
drawback is t1at most of the p1w-
tography is boring and uninspired
The subjects of alienation and
emptinesS are extremely difficult
to portray without conveying to-
tally blank screen This in one in-
stance in which the structure and
visual format fit the subject
The Last Pictare Show is one of
the few films that avoids Hollywood
slickness and sloppy sentlinental
ity Bogdanovich is worth watch-
tag especially lit the future
Profile
Carol Hecht Serotta
Order the Basic Dilemma
Ms Carol Hecht Serotta who
teaches Mathematical Tech-
niques Design in Research
On Wednesday February 23 at 30 p.m the Spanish club will
be holding poetry reading contest in the Heinz lobby
Competitors will memorize and recite either individually se
lected or self-written material The adjudicaters will be friends of
Dr Rodriguez The participants are Bonnie Brotman Cathy Fly
Judy La Morgia Marlene Ostroff Shelley McCauley Antoinette
Minco Raquel Schwarz and Thelma SchwarZ
Gourmet Dining Guide
News Review
The Last Picture Show
by Susan Stein
Planning to travel this summer to New Mexico Alaska Hawaii
Germany Brazil Australia or anywhere else If so wed like you to
consider taking little of your time to have dinner with an alumna
Let us know where and When youre going and we will contact
alumnae in the area to see if someone would like to invite you to
dinner It will help your travel budget and give them vicarious
on-campus experience
Contact the Alumnae Office Kistler Hall ext 234 or 235
The Beaver College class of 1971
experienced difficulty in finding em-
ployment especially in industry
and teaching It also has the larg
est number of students in six years
attending graduate school full-
time
Facts concerning the activities of
the members of the elass of 1971
are being compiled In report by
the Career Planning and Place-
nient Office The information in
the report Is based on question-
naires which were sent in August
and November 1971 to each of the
161 full-time students last years
_vt The question
naires were concerned with what
tp form Beaver studenta are
doing Of the 161 questionnaires
set j47 were retur
Out of the 147 Beaver graduates
76 or 45.24% are employed the
njority bethg employed in In-
dustry or as teachers This fig-
ue compared to 56.8% employed
of the class of 1970 reveals de
crease in the number of Beaver
graduates employed The recent
graduates found that business and
indutry were hIring less trainees
and many banks and Insurance
Philosophy Society
Inducts Members
On February Phi Sigma Tau
the honorary society in philosophy
met to induct into membership the
following Beaver College students
Elizabeth Asch 74
Mary Lou Bonventre 72
Kristina Jansoii 74
Jody McPhillips 74
Alice Platt 73
Lynda Rich 74
MaxIne Williams 74
Dorothy Wolfe 74
paper was presented which
had been the result of an independ
ent study undertaken during the
fail semester by the cimpter presi
dent The paper entitled Hus
srls Transcendental Realistic
Paradox concerned fundamen
tai flaw both linguistleal and theo
retical In nature
Hu.erl the father of philosophic
pnceology ieveloped the e$s
teznoogical poltlon rigorous
eid systematical investigation of
the consciousness at its mot pri
ILordla1 level For hini briefly
te prlmortliai consciousnes en-
corporates reality as well as all the
objects or entities therein Basic-
aI1y the discussion at the meeting
centered around the validity of al
lçwIng an aspect of any entity the
transcendenta ego in time se of
Husserl the position transcen
ence In relation to its exunt.er
aspect in this .se the conscious
ego particularly when they eaist
In the same entity an4 on the same
itoIogical leveL
New York State is cracking
down en stores which have not
taken high phosphate deter-
gents off their shelves The
sinte law aimed at reducing the
phosphates in detergents in
steps allows no more than 8.7
percent by weight of phosphates
expressed as phosphorous Some
stores have already been issued
summonses and are liable to
fines up to $2500 for each vie-
lation and sit additional $500
for each day
The illegal detergents found
on the shelves Include II Spot-
less Dash Tlde and Oxydol
oompanies were being extremely
selective
Competition was keen for teach-
ing positions as well Mathema
tics majors had the easiest time
finding employment in teaching
while elementary education majors
found more trouble than usual
The salaries of 1971 graduates
are generally lower In both teach-
ing and industry compared to the
salaries In the same areas of the
class of 1970 although teaching
salaries are much higher
As the difficulty in finding jobs
increased the number of stu
dents
attending graduate scIoo1s
increased even though the percent-
age thoae receiving fellowships
decreased 25% fron those reedy
in feflows1ps in 1970 36 or
22.4% of the class of 1971 are at-
tending graduates school corn-
pare4 to 14.2% of the 1970 class
Ms Nancy Gilpln director of Ca-
rear Planning and Placement said
This is the highest percentage of
Beaver students going to graduate
school in recent history if not In
the entire history of the college
This rise In the number of Beaver
students attending graduate school
includes an Increase over 1970 of
those in doctoral programs and law
school
Aid Children
Beaver college students are be-
ing asked to volunteer their ser
vices in six week enrichment pro-
gram conducted by the Overlook
Elementary School P.T.A in Ab
Ington Pennsylvania
The six sessions which begin
March and continue through
April 25 are part of the Human Re-
sources Program designed as an
enrichment motivational activity
to provide the Overlook children
yith needed and useful learnings
In daily living It will serve as
fun and relaxing laboratory to the
school curriculum in addition to
building stronger bridge between
school and community
Beaver students have been asked
to provide leadership and assist-
ance in activities such as needle-
work sports painting and draw-
ing first aid hobbles music dra
matins books and games Wont
you blend your abilities with your
free time to enrich these childrens
education For further inorma
tion contact Mrs Helen Balush
chairman Human Resources Corn-
mittee OI 9-3990
may speak in tongues of men
or of angels but if am without
love am sounding gong or
clanging cymbal may have the
gift of prophesy and know every
hidden truth may have faith
strong enough to move mountains
but if have love am nothing
may dole out all possess or even
give my body to be burnt but if
have no love am none the better
Love is patient love is kind
and envies no one Love is never
boastful nor conceited nor rude
never selfish not quick to take
offense Love keeps no score of
wrongs does not gloat over other
mens ns but deights In the
truth The is nothing love can-
not face there is no linUt to its
faith its hope and its endurance
Love will never come to an
end Are there prophets Their
work will be over Are there
tongues of ecstasy They will
cease Is there knowledge It
will vanish away for our knowl
edge and our prophecy alike are
partial and the partial vanishes
when wholeness comes Now we
see only puzzling reflections in
mirror but then we shall see face
to face My knowledge now 15
partial then it will be whole like
Gods knowledge of me In word
there are three things that last
forever faith hope and love but
the greatest of these Is love
Corinthians 13
Agape is the Greek word used
for the love just described It Is
spontaneous and altruistic love
love which is reflection of Gods
love for mankind It is not only
love within family unit nor only
an erotic love although it con
tamed In these but it is an un
selfih concern and onniit.ment to
person outside thoee boundaries
this campus Is an exoelent wit-
ness to distinct lack agape
evidenced most clearly In the di-
ficulty of establishing any relation-
ship with boy that In netther
hotly erotic nor merety superficiaL
We are afraid to make commit-
rent and take risk Paul Leg-
gett graduate student at Prince-
ton Seminary is anxious to discuSs
the concept of agape and its appli
cation and liberating effect on wo
men The discussion will be held
hi Heinz lobby today at 30 p.m
Tuesday February 22 1972 BEAVER NEWS
Statistics Available Cuincerninq VolunteerFor
Recent Cradnates Empluiymirnl Program To
by Irene Ileif ran
Page Seven
Loves Liberating Effect on Women
by Anne Smith
Effectiveness of Youth in the Democratic Party
The effectiveness of youth within the Democratic party in local
and national politics will be the topic of community forum being
held next Tuesday February 29 at p.m in Boyer Amphitheatre
The distinguished panel will include Lawrence Curry Democratic
County Commissioner Allan Reuben heltenham Township Corn-
missioner Kay Camp candidate for U.S House of Representatives
Annabelle Lindy candidate for Pennsylvania House of Representa
tives from cheltenham Township and Phil Dwyer candidate for
Pennsylvania House of Representatives from Norristown The forum
is open to the community and Beaver College students are urged
to
attend
The Career Placement and Plan-
ning Office will oomplete the report
in few weeks when it will be dis
tributed by the faculty
Continued from Page CoL
where the action is would recom
mend this restaurant which is en-
tirely under water One enters
small anteroom aM is Immediately
shown locker room where attrac
tive opaque Saran Wrap disposable
Swim suith are issued along with
scuba diving gear This is not
place for the lazy or faint-of-heart
One then rejoins ones date by
desceTldhzg ladder Into the din
lug room which Is in reality
huge tank complete with weighted
tables and chairs The other din-
ers with thefr colorful gear and
yellow oxygen cylinders strapped
to their backs the festive lights
and the occasional sunfish goldfish
and sturgeon swiaimthg around
made delightful and certainly
different scene As drinidng can
be aiwkward underwater and re
quires skill based on considerable
practice no drinks are served in
The Dive
Nosey Pea
The food which is brought into
the water In specially-designed
covered dishes was hot and whole-
Some but sometimes became soggy
when we took the covers off the
dishes waitress who turned
out to be Temple physical edu
cation major tried to show us the
way to place the dishes directly to
our mouths so that the water
wouldnt get in the food But after
getting pea up one of my nos
trils while trying to eat casserole
gave up this technique prefer-
ring soggy food to asphyxiation
Most of our fellow diners seemed
to be young people and we did spot
one Beaver student psychology
major who Insisted she was not
there for pleasure but for some
kind of experiment to test the feas
ibiiity of feeding rats under water
When we left the restaurant and
dried out it occurred to me that
wasnt entirely clear as to why
any one would want to feed rat
underwater anyway But in fair-
ness to the girl must confess that
communication was difficult in the
restaurant and perhaps dklnt
understand everything she said to
me
The bill including the disposable
swim suit oxygen and towels was
only $9.00 So if you have date
with whom it is difficult to carry on
conversation auggest The Dive
for the evening However if this
is to be sentimental occasion you
should know that it is impossible
to kiss for very long underwater
with your face masks off
Phone Tu 4-5886
BEAVER NEWS
7eruarj 1972
The College Work-Study Pro-
gram designed to provide job op
portunities for students in need of
financial aid is simple means of
acquiring well paid meaningful
job
The participating student is em-
ployed by public or private non-
profit organization The Federal
Government through Beaver Col
lege pays 80% of the students
salary the employer pays 21%
plus the 5.2% soch4 security tan
The average wage is $2.25 per
hour and the student is permitted
to work up to forty hours per
week She io allotted sum of
money for transportation and
meals and small allowance the
major portion of her summer earn-
Library Notes
New library honrs have been
posted for the spring semester
1972 The hours were in effect as
of February 15 1972
At present the Atwood Library
hours are as foliows
Sunday p.m.-11 p.m
Monday Thursday a.m.-11 p.m
sriday a.m.-10 p.m
Saturday 10 a.m.- p.m
The art department needs
short glass jars with screw-on
lids Anyone who is able to
contribute should contact Mrs
Lelirer at the Spruanee Art Cen
tei or leave her note in mail-
box 724 No tall or plastic jars
are acceptable
For free directory of alum-
mum recycling centers across
the country write for the book-
let A.luminurn Can Recycling
Centers available from the
Aluminum Association 750
Third Avenue New York New
York 10017 Better yet dont
buy aluminum cans
ings being put toward college ex
penses
Various participating Pennsylva
ala agencies and organizations
have already indicated that they
will have openings for summer po
sitions such as the Ephreta So-
ciety Bureau of Archives and His-
tory and the Philadelphia Urban
Corps
Since the programs establish-
meat at Beaver in 1964 the Career
Planning and Placement Office has
been absolutely successful in plac
lug students in summer positions
in Philadelphia
For more information se Ms
Nancy Gilpin Career Planning and
class-Placement Office room
room building
26
SATURDAY
The Pennsylvania Federation of
Democratic Women will be award-
ing Florence Dornblaser Memor
ial Scholarship of $250 and an
Emma Guffy Miller Memorial
Scholorship also oif $250 to any
woman in an accredited college or
university
In order to get these scholar-
ships the student must be of
Democratic family background or
an active contributor to the affairs
of the Democratic Party She
must be resident of Pennsylvanla
junior of good academic stand
ing as well as an active participant
in extra-curricular activities She
must also be major in govern-
Inent political science economies
or history or intending to teach
one of these subjects and she must
firmly establish the need for finan
cml aid The scholarships will be
used for her senior year
Should anyone be interested ap
plications can be obtained by writ-
ing to
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Pennsylvania Federation of Dam-
cratic Women
P.O Box 903
Harrisburg Pennsylvania 17705
All applications must be postmarked
on or before April 15 1972
1__
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TUESDAY WEDNESDAY TIIURSDA FRIDAY
22 23 24
Spanish Club Poetry Con- David Arinsberg Jeff
Discussion of Skin test Heinz Lounge 430 Freedman Voter Regis-
ner Rose Room 730 p.m tration Heinz lobby
p.m Forum The Society for Dr Richard Juliani The
Paul Legett Agape the Advancement of Italian American Corn-
Heinz lobby 430 p.m Mankind mini hyp- munity in South Phila
nosis demonstration delphia Amphitheatre
Rose Room 730 p.m to p.m
McGovern Representatives
Heinz Lounge p.m
29
Panel Discussion The Im
portance of Youth Vote
Amphitheatre p.m
John Gardner St Josephs
Field House 815 p.m
GOURMET DINING GUIDE Summer Job Opportunities
Through Work-Study Plan
Democrat Women
Offer Scholarships
The Perpetuul Sale
Discounts on Nationally
vertised audio components
Ad-
items carry full manufacturers
All
warranty and are shipped
promptly fully insured from our
warehouseTERM PAPER SERVICE MAY RESULT iN EXPULSION
reprinted courtey of the Collegiate Press Service
Two University of Michigan students are facing expulsion for
using commercial term paper writing service
The service sold both students identical papers who unknow
ingly turned them in to the same English professor
The company told each student that he received an original
term paper which would be the only one at the university
In addition In May of this year two Harvard students were
found to have used this service One was expelled and the other
suspended for one year
University of Michigan English department chairman harles
Hagelman said student using this type of service may face tmi
versity expulsion Only the student stands to lose by using this
service Hagelmsn said
Sanford Dean psychology department chairman at the school
said If the students can buy term papers why dont we sell them
course credits or degrees
Before you buy call for quote
Call Jl.m at TLJ 7-1269
evenings
career-in law
without lawschool
Discover the World on Your
SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September February
WCA Chapman College Box CC12 Orange Cal 92666
Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa Aus
tralasia and the Orient Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna
tional program wide range of
financial aid is available Write
now for free catalog
DICTIONARIES
When you become Lawyers Assisfanf
youil do work tradtionatty done by lawyers
work whkh is challenging responsible
and intellectually sfimulating Lawyers
Assis1ants are now so crifically needed that
The Institute for Paralegal Training can
offer you position in the city of your choice
and higher startng salary than youd
expect as recent college graduate Here
is career as professional with financial
rewards that increase with your developing
expertise
QUALITY DRUGS
WEBSTER
Ubrary size 1971 ediflon brand
new still in box Cost new $4500
PRESCRIPTIONS
Will Sell for
BEAVER PHARMACY
Deduct tO% on orders of or more
If you are student of high academk
standing and are interested in legal career
come speak with our representative
EASTON and MT CARMEL
MaH to
New Address
NORTH AMERICAN
Contact the Placement Office
representative of The Institute will visit your campus
LIQUI DATORS
Service Our Privilege
THURSDAY MARCH
Quality Our Constant Aim
on
NOTE If the above date is inconvenient for you
please call or write The Institute for information
1450 Niagara Falls Boulevard
Dep
Tonawanda New York 14150
C.O.D orders endose $1.00 good will
deposit Pay balance plus 0.0.0 ship
ping on delivery Be satisfied on inspec
finn or return within days for full
refund No dealern each volume speci
fically stamped not for resale
Please add $1.25 postage and handling
New York State residents add applicable
sales tax
The Institute for
13th
Paralegal Training
floor 401 Walnut St Phfla Pa 19106
215 WA 5-0905
